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ABSTRACT
Viroids are small infectious, non-protein-coding circular RNAs that replicate independently and, in some
cases, incite diseases in plants. They are classified into two families: Pospiviroidae, composed of species
that have a central conserved region (CCR) and replicate in the cell nucleus, and Avsunviroidae, contain-
ing species that lack a CCR and whose multimeric replicative intermediates of either polarity generated
in plastids self-cleave through hammerhead ribozymes. The compact, rod-like or branched, secondary
structures of viroid RNAs have been predicted by RNA folding algorithms and further examined using
different in vitro and in vivo experimental techniques. However, direct data about their native tertiary
structure remain scarce. Here we have applied atomic force microscopy (AFM) to image at single-
molecule resolution different variant RNAs of three representative viroids: potato spindle tuber viroid
(PSTVd, family Pospiviroidae), peach latent mosaic viroid and eggplant latent viroid (PLMVd and ELVd,
family Avsunviroidae). Our results provide a direct visualization of their native, three-dimensional con-
formations at 0 and 4 mM Mg2+ and highlight the role that some elements of tertiary structure play in
their stabilization. The AFM images show that addition of 4 mM Mg2+ to the folding buffer results in
a size contraction in PSTVd and ELVd, as well as in PLMVd when the kissing-loop interaction that
stabilizes its 3D structure is preserved.
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Viroids are the smallest known nucleic acid-based infectious
agents, with their genomes consisting of a single-stranded (ss),
circular, non-protein-coding RNA ranging in size from ~250
to 430 nucleotides (nt) [1–5]. Viroids replicate and invade
systemically some host plants, often causing disease by alter-
ing pathways that mediate gene expression and development
[6–10]. Viroid replication takes place in the nuclei (family
Pospiviroidae) or in plastids, mostly chloroplasts (family
Avsunviroidae), and proceeds through an entirely RNA-
based rolling-circle mechanism [11–16]. In the best supported
model [17] the infecting, most abundant monomeric circular
(mc) strand, to which the (+) polarity is assigned by conven-
tion, is reiteratively transcribed by either the nuclear RNA
polymerase II or a nuclear-encoded chloroplastic RNA poly-
merase (both redirected to accept RNA templates), thus pro-
ducing multimeric (-) strands. In the family Pospiviroidae the
latter serve directly as templates for generating multimeric (+)
strands that are cleaved, within a central conserved region
(CCR), into unit-length monomeric linear (ml) forms by an
RNase of class III, and then circularized by DNA ligase 1
(redirected to accept RNA substrates). In the family
Avsunviroidae the multimeric (-) strands are first cleaved by
embedded hammerhead ribozymes, with a chloroplastic
isoform of tRNA ligase catalyzing circularization of the
resulting ml (-) into the mc (-) forms which, in turn, prime
the second half of the replication cycle that is symmetric to
the first one. Due to the presence of ribozymes, along with
other properties (see below), viroids have been proposed to be
relics of the RNA world [17,18] in the context of the origin
and early evolution of life [19].
Data derived from different approaches support the notion
that viroid RNA genomes are largely self-complementary,
folding into highly-compact rod-shaped or branched second-
ary structures composed of double-stranded (ds) RNA
stretches flanked by internal loops and bulges that are often
stabilized by non-canonical interactions [20,21]. Potato spin-
dle tuber viroid (PSTVd, 359 nt), the type member of the
family Pospiviroidae [22,23], adopts a predicted rod-like sec-
ondary structure in silico, in vitro and in vivo [23–26]. Its
terminal and internal loops, as well as the bulges, are critical
for replication and systemic trafficking throughout the
infected plant [27–30]. In contrast, members of the family
Avsunviroidae, like peach latent mosaic viroid (PLMVd, 337
nt) [31] and eggplant latent viroid (ELVd, 335 nt) [32], adopt
either multibranched or bifurcated secondary structures,
respectively. Moreover, in PLMVd and the other member of
the genus Pelamoviroid [33], the (+) strands are stabilized by
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a kissing-loop interaction required for in vitro folding and
in vivo viability [34–36].
However, when it comes to single-molecule approaches,
data on the three-dimensional (3D) native (or denatured)
structures of viroid RNA genomes are very scarce. More
specifically, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has
revealed that under non-denaturing conditions PSTVd adopts
a ~ 50 nm long, rod-like secondary structure resulting from
the high self-complementarity of the viroid RNA [37,38].
Under mild denaturing conditions, besides the ‘double-
stranded’ rods, partially open molecules resembling ‘tennis
rackets’ as well as completely denatured linear and circular
single-stranded RNAs were observed [39,40].
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a type of scanning
probe microscopy that allows structural and dynamic stu-
dies of single macromolecules at nanometer resolution
[41,42]. One of the main advantages of AFM over electron
microscopy-based techniques is that it offers a 3D surface
profile of the imaged sample without requiring any staining
or coating, thus minimizing structural disruption of the
biological entity under study. AFM permits visualization
and manipulation across length scales that range from
biomolecules to cells. Therefore, this technology is increas-
ingly used in different fields, including virology [43–45]. In
particular, AFM has matured to provide nanometer spatial
resolution of RNA molecules of different lengths and struc-
tures, as well as of RNA-RNA or RNA-protein complexes
[46–49]. Within this framework, and based on our previous
experience in imaging by AFM structured and functional
RNA molecules of viral origin [50], here we have conducted
a high resolution structural analysis of the three viroids
mentioned above (PSTVd, PLMVd and ELVd), using dif-
ferent variants thereof and experimental conditions. This
analysis has allowed the first AFM visualization of the
native structures of single viroid RNA molecules, from
which functional implications can be derived.
Results
AFM analysis of viroid structure
To investigate the native 3D structure at single-molecule
resolution of representative viroid RNAs of the families
Pospiviroidae (PSTVd) and Avsunviroidae (PLMVd and
ELVd), a systematic and comparative AFM analysis was per-
formed. RNA adsorption on mica surfaces was performed
using 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES), one of the cur-
rently available reagents that promotes a tight adhesion of
RNA molecules via electrostatic interactions without dama-
ging or disrupting their native structure [45,49,50]. Other
reported routes for the surface binding of RNA, such as
those comprising the addition of salts containing divalent
cations (e.g. Mg2+, Zn2+ or Ni2+) [45,51,52], are not appro-
priate for this study given our interest in examining the effect
exerted by a divalent cation (Mg2+) on viroid 2D and, parti-
cularly, 3D RNA structure.
After RNA thermal denaturation followed by renaturation
in the folding buffer lacking Mg2+ or in some instances con-
taining 4 mM Mg2+, at least three independent samples of
each of the nine viroid RNA preparations (Table 1) were
imaged by AFM. Besides the analysis of the shape and main
structural features of the imaged viroid RNAs, the average
length of 25 individual, full-length molecules from each viroid
preparation was computed.
Potato spindle tuber viroid (family Pospiviroidae): a rod-
or quasi-rod-shaped structure imaged as consecutive
bumps
PSTVd is a 359 nt-long RNA with a theoretical length of
approximately 49 nm (assuming a uniform A-dsRNA struc-
ture with a pitch of 3.0 nm and 11 bp/turn: 180 bp x 0.27 nm/
bp = 48.6 nm) [48,53], resulting in a proposed rod-like sec-
ondary structure (Fig. 1A). Two RNAs of this viroid were
imaged (Table 1): PSTVd-ml(+), the ml (+) RNA transcribed
in vitro (linearized between positions C1 and G2), and
PSTVd-mc(+), the mc (+) RNA isolated from infected plant
leaves. The first RNA was renatured in the folding buffer
lacking Mg2+ or containing 4 mM MgCl2, whereas
the second one was only imaged in 4 mM Mg2+-containing
buffer. Fig. 1B shows representative 2D and 3D AFM images
in ambient conditions of PSTVd-ml(+) renatured in buffer
without Mg2+, and Suppl. Fig. S1 depicts 25 single-molecule
2D images together with the measured length of each of them.
Their topographic profiles reflect a majority of rod- or quasi-
rod-like molecules composed of three consecutive, elongated
bumps displaying different angular orientations (with one of
the bumps generally forming an angle of 90° to 180° with






(GenBank acc no.) Features [Mg2+] in the folding buffer*
Pospiviroidae PSTVd 359 PSTVd-ml(+)
(U23058.1)




mc (+) RNA, isolated from infected tissue 4
Avsunviroidae PLMVd 337 PLMVd-ml(+)wt
(AJ005303.1)
ml (+) RNA (wild type), IVT 0
4
PLMVd-ml(+)mut ml (+) RNA (mutant with kissing-loop disrupted), IVT 4
ELVd 335 ELVd-ml(+)
(AJ536613)




ml (-) RNA, IVT 4
*The folding buffer is composed of 100 mM HEPES pH 7.4 and 100 mM NaCl, either lacking Mg2+ or supplemented with 4 mM MgCl2.
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respect to the other two). The bumps might correspond to
dsRNA segments flanked by internal loops or bulges; although
more than three bumps should be expected according with
the number of internal loops or bulges predicted in vivo [26],
some of them (in particular, the symmetrical or quasi-
symmetrical internal loops) might not induce a pronounced
bending detectable by AFM.
The average length of PSTVd-ml(+), calculated after measur-
ing 25 unbiasedly chosen, full-length viroid molecules present
in different preparations (Suppl. Fig. S1), was 43 nm (Table 2),
being each individual bump 10 to 18 nm long and 0.6 to 1 nm
high. In turn, PSTVd-ml(+) renatured in the buffer containing
4 mMMg2+ showed a topologically analogous rod-like structure
(Fig. 2 and Suppl. Fig. S2), but its average length was reduced to
35 nm (18.6% shorter than that of the same viroid RNA in the
buffer lacking Mg2+, a statistically significant length reduction as
revealed by an ANOVA test, see Table 2), and the internal
bumps appeared less clear, thus indicating a Mg2+-induced
molecular compaction.
A different form of the same viroid, PSTVd-mc(+), themc (+)
RNA isolated from infected plant leaves, was purified and AFM
imaged after renaturation in 4 mMMg2+-containing buffer. The
imaged rod-like features (Fig. 3 and Suppl. Fig. S3) were fairly
indistinguishable from those of PSTVd-ml(+), thus suggesting
that the covalent closing of the molecule occurring in vivo did
not affect the overall topology of the viroid RNA. Its average
molecular length was 35 nm, equivalent to that of PSTVd-ml(+)
under the same Mg2+ concentration.
Figure 1. (A) Predicted secondary structure of PSTVd-ml(+). The 359 nt-long, rod-like secondary structure of PSTVd shows the five domains characteristic of
members of the family Pospiviroidae: Terminal Left (TL), Pathogenic (P), Central (C), Variable (V), and Terminal Right (TR) [77]. The Central Conserved Region (CCR) is
located within the C domain and contains an UV-sensitive loop E motif stabilized by non-canonical base-pairs. Adapted from [26]. (B) AFM images of PSTVd-ml(+),
renatured in the absence of Mg2+. A field of 275 × 275 nm is shown on the left panel and two characteristic molecules are zoomed on the right one. 3D views of
the imaged viroid RNAs, as well as profiles with their measured lengths (X [nm]) and heights [Z [nm]), are also displayed.
Table 2. Summary of the average molecular lengths of individual viroid RNAs (n = 25 in all cases) imaged by AFM (shown in Suppl. Figs S1 to S9).
Viroid RNA
variant [Mg2+] in the folding buffer
Measured length (nm) ANOVA test *
Mean ± SD Median F F crit
PSTVd-ml(+) 0 43 ± 6* 42.0 15.85 3.12
4 35 ± 6 35.0
PSTVd-mc(+) 4 35 ± 6 34.7
PLMVd-ml(+)wt 0 34 ± 3 34.3 63.16 3.12
4 24 ± 4* 24.1
PLMVd-ml(+)mut 4 33 ± 4 33.0
ELVd-ml(+) 0 30 ± 2* 29.6 11.04 3.12
4 26 ± 5 26.2
ELVd-ml(-) 4 25 ± 4 25.0
*One-way ANOVA was used to test the null hypothesis that the mean length of the three variants within each viroid species is equal. The results
show that F > F crit in all cases, thus evidencing that the mean length of one of the three variants (marked with an asterisk in the ‘Mean’
column) is significantly different than those of the other two.
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The size distribution of the imaged variants of PSTVd
(depicted in Suppl. Figs. S1 to S3) is represented in Fig. 4A.
This comparison of viroid lengths at single-molecule level
reveals that the most frequently imaged PSTVd-ml(+) molecules
are 36–40 nm long at 0 mM Mg2+, while the peak in the
distribution is shifted to the 31–35 nm interval for both PSTVd-
ml(+) and PSTVd-mc(+) at 4 mM Mg2+. This result reinforces
the significant difference in mean lengths shown in Table 2.
Peach latent mosaic viroid (family Avsunviroidae): a
kissing-loop interaction critical for stabilizing the 3D
structure
Following the same workflow, we performed the AFM imaging of
PLMVd-ml(+)wt, the wild type ml (+) RNA resulting from self-
cleavage during in vitro transcription of head-to-tail dimeric
RNA. The predicted secondary structure of this viroid RNA
(Fig. 5A) shows a ramified topology, with a rod-like domain
(the so-called ‘hammerhead arm’, spanning positions 1–53 and
284–337) protruding from a multibranched domain spanning
positions 54–283 [54]. This second domain is stabilized by a well-
characterized kissing-loop interaction between nucleotides 176
GCGG179 and 209CCGC212 in PLMVd-ml(+)wt [34], which is
disrupted in the mutant PLMVd-ml(+)mut, wherein positions
209–212 are four consecutive As introduced by site-directed
mutagenesis. The topographic image of PLMVd-ml(+)wt in the
folding buffer without added Mg2+ (Fig. 5B and Suppl. Fig. S4)
recalls the shape of a characteristic ‘spoon’ or ‘lollipop’, where the
handle and the head would correspond to the rod-like and multi-
branched domains, respectively. The average measured length of
PLMVd-ml(+)wt was 34 nm (Table 2), being the head imaged as
a 15 × 20 nm ellipse (Suppl. Fig. S4) with a height exceeding 1.4
nm. Renaturation of PLMVd-ml(+)wt RNA in the folding buffer
containing 4 mM Mg2+ rendered an overall topology where the
Figure 2. AFM images of PSTVd-ml(+) renatured in 4 mM Mg2+. A field of 275 × 275 nm is shown on the left panel and two characteristic molecules are zoomed
on the right one. 3D views of the imaged viroid RNAs, as well as profiles with their measured lengths, are also displayed.
Figure 3. AFM images of PSTVd-mc(+) renatured in 4 mM Mg2+. A field of 275 × 275 nm is shown on the left panel and two characteristic molecules are zoomed
on the right. 3D views of the imaged viroid RNAs, as well as profiles with their measured lengths, are also displayed.
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‘spoon’ shape was less evident (Fig. 6 and Suppl. Fig. S5), showing
a marked reduction in the average length (24 nm). This Mg2+-
induced compaction could result from the stabilization afforded
to the whole RNA structure and, particularly, to the kissing-loop
interaction.
Interestingly, after renaturation in the folding buffer sup-
plemented with 4 mM Mg2+ of PLMVd-ml(+)mut, in which
the kissing-loop interaction was disrupted, the AFM analysis
showed morphologies intermediate with respect to the two
previous samples (Fig. 7 and Suppl. Fig. S6). Also, its com-
puted average length was 33 nm, a 37.5% longer than that of
PLMVd-ml(+)wt RNA renatured under the same Mg2+ con-
centration. Therefore, thanks to the detailed analysis per-
formed and the high AFM resolution achieved, this study
provides direct physical evidence on the stabilizing effects
produced by a kissing-loop interaction in the overall 3D
structure of PLMVd (+) RNA.
The size distribution of the imaged variants of PLMVd
(Suppl. Figs. S4 to S6) depicted in Fig. 4B shows that the peak
in the graph shifts to shorter lengths (20–25 nm) at 4 mMMg2+
only in PLMVd-ml(+)wt, in which the kissing-loop interaction is
allowed. In turn, the length distribution of variant PLMVd-ml
(+)mut (with the kissing-loop interaction disrupted) at 4 mM
Mg2+ shows a maximum in the 31–35 nm interval, as in
PLMVd-ml(+)wt in a folding buffer lacking divalent ions. This
observation reinforces the role played by the kissing-loop inter-
action in the stabilization of the 3D structure of PLMVd.
Eggplant latent viroid (family Avsunviroidae): similar
conformations adopted by either polarity strand
Regarding ELVd, the predicted secondary structures of either
polarity contain two terminal bifurcations that interrupt the
overall elongated shape of the molecule. Representative AFM
Figure 4. Length distribution of the imaged single molecules of PSTVd (A), PLMVd (B) and ELVd (C) at 0 and 4 mM Mg2+. Length intervals of 5 nm have been
used for the comparative analysis of all the viroid variants.
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images of ELVd-ml(+), the ml (+) RNA (see secondary struc-
ture in Fig. 8A), renatured in the buffer without Mg2+, are
shown in Fig. 8B and Suppl. Fig. S7. The topographic images
reflect a majority of molecules with rod-like conformations,
typically containing two or three aligned bumps, with an
average length of 30 nm and a height lower than 1 nm
(Table 2). ELVd-ml(+) was also imaged after being refolded
in 4 mM Mg2+ and, as illustrated in Fig. 9 and Suppl. Fig. S8,
this RNA maintained its main overall shape seen in the
absence of divalent cations, though adopting a more compact
conformation with one or two bumps and an average length
of 26 nm, which correlated with the thickening (up to 10 nm
wide and 3 nm high) observed in one of its terminal domains.
Finally, ELVd-ml(-), the ml (-) RNA (see secondary structure
in Fig. 10A), was imaged after refolding in the 4 mM Mg2+-
containing buffer. As shown in Fig. 10B and Suppl. Fig. S9, the
topology of the analyzed ELVd-ml(-) molecules was highly similar
to that of ELVd-ml(+), with an average length of 25 nm (almost
identical to that of ELVd-ml(+) in the same buffer), though
slightly thicker in some of the imaged molecules. Therefore,
AFM imaging did not reveal relevant differences in the conforma-
tion of ELVd RNAs of either polarity in 4 mM Mg2+.
The size distribution of the imaged variants of ELVd
(depicted in Suppl. Figs. S7 to S9) is summarized in Fig.
4C. For this viroid, the maximum number of individual
molecules analyzed lies in the interval 26–30 nm, both in
Figure 5. (A) Predicted secondary structure of PLMVd-ml(+)wt. The 337-nt, multibranched secondary structure of this ribozyme-containing member of the family
Avsunviroidae is depicted. Boundaries of the (+) and (-) self-cleaving domains are indicated by flags, nucleotides conserved in most natural hammerhead structures
are marked by bars, and the self-cleavage sites are identified by arrows. Filled and open symbols refer to (+) and (-) polarities, respectively. Nucleotides involved in
a kissing-loop interaction supported by chemical probing [34] are identified by broken lines. Adapted from [78]. (B) AFM images of PLMVd-ml(+)wt renatured in
the absence of Mg2+. A field of 275 × 275 nm is shown on the left panel and two characteristic molecules are zoomed on the right. 3D views of the imaged viroid
RNAs, as well as profiles with their measured lengths are also displayed.
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ELVd-ml(+) (at 0 mM Mg2+ and 4 mM Mg2+) and ELVd-ml
(-) (at 4 mM Mg2+). However, in the presence of divalent
cations, the overall distribution is slightly displaced towards
shorter lengths in either viroid polarity.
Discussion
Because viroid RNAs do not code for any protein, the 3D
conformation they adopt plays a critical role in the expression
of their biological activity [20,21]. Dissection of viroid RNA
structure has been previously addressed with three methodol-
ogies. First, in silico, by predicting the most stable secondary
structure using RNA folding algorithms [55–57]. Second,
in vitro, by biochemical examination in solution with bisul-
phite, RNases, dimethyl sulphate [23,24,34] and selective 2ʹ-
hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension (SHAPE)
[25,58,59], as well as by biophysical approaches like nuclear
magnetic resonance [60,61], thermal denaturation and tem-
perature gradient gel electrophoresis [22,62–66] and Raman
spectroscopy [67]. And third, in vivo, by searching for natural
co-variations (and conversions of canonical into wobble base-
pairs, or vice versa) that maintain the double-stranded stems
[54,59,68–71], and for substitutions that preserve loop shapes
in accordance with isostericity matrices predicting recurrent
3D motifs [27–29], as well as by SHAPE in situ with viroid-
infected tissues [26,72]. However, all these techniques analyze
samples composed of a very large ensemble of RNA molecules
and generate average responses. In contrast, TEM (and more
recently AFM, which provides 3D information) operate the
other way around: they focus on isolated RNA molecules pre-
sent in a given sample, and extract single-molecule informa-
tion, from which individual shapes and sizes can be obtained to
generate then average values. Both population-based and high-
resolution single-molecule approaches are to a good extent
complementary, and their combined data should strengthen
the biological significance of the resulting inferences.
PSTVd, the first viroid identified and sequenced [22,23], has
become the model for most studies, including its initial visualiza-
tion by TEM. Under native conditions, TEM showed that the
PSTVd mc (+) RNA (359 nt) folds into a rod-shaped conforma-
tion resembling that of a dsRNA of ~50 nm [37,38,40], while
another viroid of the same family but slightly smaller (303 nt)
adopts a similar conformation of ~35 nm in length [39]. These
molecular sizes are consistent with each other, with that predicted
theoretically for PSTVd assuming a uniform A-dsRNA confor-
mation (49 nm), and with that first reported here by AFM for the
PSTVdml (+) RNA in the folding buffer lackingMg2+ (43 nm). In
the corresponding images, three bumps are clearly distinguishable
(Fig. 1B and Suppl. Fig. S1), making it tempting to associate them
with domains TL+P, C and V+ TR, respectively (see legend of Fig.
1), though more AFM-based data are needed to deepen into the
PSTVd internal structure. Addition of 4 mMMg2+ to the folding
buffer resulted in a similar size contraction for the PSTVd-ml(+)
and PSTVd-mc(+) RNAs, as expected for the shielding exerted by
this cation on the repulsion between proximal negatively-charged
phosphate groups of the RNA backbone. Indeed, thermal dena-
turation analysis has revealed that the melting temperature of
viroid RNAs increases in the presence of Mg2+ [66].
Remarkably, in the absence of Mg2+, AFM provided for
PLMVd-ml(+)wt a different conformation resembling
a ‘spoon’ or ‘lollipop’ rather than a rod. This conformation is
in excellent agreement with that initially predicted in silico
[31,54] and then in vitro using distinct biochemical approaches,
which additionally revealed the existence of a kissing-loop inter-
action stabilizing the multibranched domain of this RNA (Fig.
5A) [34,36,69,71,73]. A similar though more compact topology
was observed by renaturing PLMVd-ml(+)wt in the presence of
4 mM Mg2+, showing a neat overall size reduction consistent
with the stabilization of the kissing-loop exerted by the divalent
cation. However, the resolution of this first AFM analysis of
viroid structure is not sufficient to statistically correlate the
shortening of the molecule with an increase in the diameter of
Figure 6. AFM images of PLMVd-ml(+)wt renatured in 4 mM Mg2+. A field of 275 × 275 nm is shown on the left panel and two characteristic molecules are
zoomed on the right. 3D views of the imaged viroid RNAs, as well as profiles with their measured lengths are also displayed.
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the imaged ‘spoon head’, and/or with the reorientation of the
stem-loops and hairpins forming the multibranched domain
delimited by nucleotides 53–284 of PLMVd-ml(+)wt, a topic
that deserves further investigation.
Interestingly, in the 4 mMMg2+-containing buffer, the length
of the mutant PLMVd-ml(+)mut (with the kissing-loop interac-
tion disrupted, see secondary structure in Fig. 7A) was signifi-
cantly longer (as revealed by an ANOVA test) than that of
PLMVd-ml(+)wt under the same ionic conditions (see Table 2
and Fig. 4B), and the ‘spoon’ conformation was clearer than in
the wild-type viroid RNA under the same ionic conditions. Also,
a detailed analysis of the individual PLMVd-ml(+)mut mole-
cules imaged (Suppl. Fig. S6 and data not shown), evidenced
a short (10 to 15 nm long) and flat arm protruding from the head
of some molecules, which might correspond to one of the
hairpins of the multibranched domain in the absence of the
kissing-loop interaction (Fig. 7A). Such feature was much less
evident in the wild type variant PLMVd-ml(+)wt at 4 mMMg2+
(Suppl. Fig. S5), as shown in the representative molecules
imaged in Fig. 11. These observations highlight the relevance
of elements of tertiary structure, like kissing-loop interactions
that are characteristically strengthened by Mg2+, in enhancing
the compactness of the 3D structure of some viroid RNAs.
Moreover, the results shown here are consistent with previous
observations by non-denaturing PAGE showing that disruption
of the kissing-loop interaction in the other viroid of the same
genus results in a relaxed conformation with slower electro-
phoretic mobility [35].
Lastly, previous analyzes in silico, in vitro and in vivo
predicted for ELVd ml (+) and (-) RNAs similar structures
Figure 7. (A) Predicted secondary structure of PLMVd-ml(+)mut, with mutations that disrupt the kissing-loop interaction characteristic of PLMVd-ml(+)wt.
The 337-nt, multibranched secondary structure of this mutant viroid is depicted (see details in legend of Figure 5A). (B) AFM images of PLMVd-ml(+)mut
renatured in 4 mM Mg2+. A field of 275 × 275 nm is shown on the left panel and two characteristic molecules are zoomed on the right. 3D views of the imaged
viroid RNAs, as well as profiles with their measured lengths are also displayed.
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Figure 8. (A) Predicted secondary structure of ELVd-ml(+). In this ribozyme-containing member (335 nt) of the family Avsunviroidae the sequences involved in the
hammerhead structures are delimited by flags, motifs conserved in natural hammerhead structures are denoted by bars, and self-cleavage sites are marked by
arrows. Adapted from [32]. (B) AFM images of ELVd-ml(+) renatured in the absence of Mg2+. A field of 275 × 275 nm is shown on the left panel and two
characteristic molecules are zoomed on the right. 3D views of the imaged viroid RNAs, as well as profiles with their measured lengths are also displayed.
Figure 9. AFM images of ELVd-ml(+) renatured in 4 mM Mg2+. A field of 275 × 275 nm is shown on the left panel and two characteristic molecules are zoomed
on the right. 3D views of the imaged viroid RNAs, as well as profiles with their measured lengths are also displayed.
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with terminal bifurcations of different size [32,58,59], some-
how halfway between those reported for PSTVd-ml(+) (rod-
like) and PLMVd-ml(+)wt (multibranched). Our AFM images
of ELVd-ml(+) and ELVd-ml(-) are consistent with these
predictions, showing comparable topology and size for either
polarity strand of ELVd in Mg2+-containing buffer. Moreover,
in the AFM images of some of the individual molecules, a sort
of thickening in one of the terminal domains was observed
that could be produced by one of the bifurcations of either
polarity RNA, although even at the maximum AFM resolu-
tion no clearer distinction could be made.
In summary, the AFM data reported here support and
complement, using a single-molecule approach, those pre-
viously obtained with other approaches in silico, in vitro and
in vivo. Although for reasons stated before [59] the latter three
approaches should not necessarily concord with each other
when applied to any RNA in general, they do provide con-
sistent results when dealing with three different viroids:
PSTVd, ELVd, and avocado sunblotch viroid (ASBVd), the
type member of the family Avsunviroidae [26,59,72].
Moreover, the main conclusion from two of these studies
performed by in vivo SHAPE is that PSTVd and ASBVd
RNAs accumulate in planta as free RNAs, adopting a rod-
shaped secondary structure without tightly-bound host
proteins. Thus, the potential distorting effects that the latter
might exert on viroid RNA structure in vivo can be reasonably
dismissed and, consequently, our AFM data obtained in vitro
for the six viroid RNA variants analyzed can be fairly extra-
polated to the in vivo habitat. To conclude, our results provide
the first direct visualization at single-molecule resolution of
viroid RNA 3D structure, and confirm the stabilizing role that
elements of tertiary structure, like kissing-loop interactions,
play in some of their functional conformations.
Materials and methods
Viroid samples
The viroid variants analyzed by AFM in this work are listed in
Table 1. PLMVd (variant gds6, GenBank AJ005303.1) and
ELVd (reference variant, GenBank AJ536613) ml RNAs of
(+), or (+) and (-) polarities, respectively, were the unit-
length self-cleavage products resulting from in vitro transcrip-
tion (under the control of the T7 or T3 promoters [74]) of
recombinant plasmids containing dimeric head-to-tail viroid-
cDNA inserts. PSTVd (variant RG1, GenBank U23058.1) was
made to contain flanking ribozymes [15] in order to generate
during in vitro transcription ml (+) RNA opened between
Figure 10. (A) Predicted secondary structure of ELVd-ml(-). For details, see legend of Fig. 7A. (B) AFM images of ELVd-ml(-) renatured in 4 mM Mg2+. A field of
275 × 275 nm is shown on the left panel and two characteristic molecules are zoomed on the right. 3D views of the imaged viroid RNAs, as well as profiles with their
measured lengths are also displayed.
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positions C1 and G2. A mutated version of the PLMVd-gds6
variant, with positions 209–212 (CCGC) replaced by four
consecutive As, was obtained by PCR and abutted primers,
one of which containing the changes to be introduced in its 5ʹ
terminus. The unit-length strands were purified by denaturing
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) in 5% gels and
subsequent elution. The mc (+) RNA of variant PSTVd-Nb
(GenBank AJ634596.1) was isolated and purified from leaves
of infected Nicotiana benthamiana by extraction with phenol-
saturated buffer, fractionation with non-ionic cellulose, clar-
ification with methoxyethanol, and double PAGE as reported
before [26].
Sample preparation for AFM
Disks of muscovite mica Hi-Grade V2 (Monocomp
Instrumentation) were attached to 13-mm steel pucks using
Aron Alpha high-strength rapid bonding adhesive based on
alpha cyanoacrylate (Agar Scientific Limited). Immediately
prior to APTES functionalization, the top layer of the mica
was cleaved using Scotch tape to reveal an atomically flat
surface. Afterwards, the mica surface was treated with
a 0.1% solution of APTES (SIGMA-Aldrich) for 15 min,
washed with 2-propanol, rinsed with ultrapure, DEPC-
treated milliQ water and dried at 37°C.
Purified viroid RNAs were diluted to 0.5 ng/μl in folding
buffer (100 mM HEPES pH 7.4 and 100 mM NaCl), either
magnesium-free or containing 4 mM MgCl2. They were then
denatured by incubation at 95°C for 10 min, and renatured at
37°C for 10 min. Droplets (30 μl) of renatured viroid RNAs at
1–3 nM were deposited onto freshly cleaved, APTES-modified
mica surfaces and incubated at 25°C for 20 min in a humidity
chamber. Excess of RNA was rinsed off with DEPC-treated
MilliQ water. The RNA-containing surfaces were then air-
dried at a constant temperature of 25°C for 2 h [49,50,75].
AFM imaging
AFM analysis was performed in air, at room temperature,
in the dynamic mode with a Nanoscope IIIA (Veeco) and
an Agilent 5500 PicoPlus (Agilent Technologies) micro-
scopes. Tapping mode AFM was carried out using silicon
cantilevers with nominal curvature radius of 8 nm (Bruker),
nominal force constant of 4 N/m and resonance frequency
in the 50–80 kHz range. The set-points used were kept in
the 0.3–0.6 V range, while the free amplitude values were in
Figure 11. AFM images of selected PLMVd-ml(+)wt (A) and PLMVd-ml(+)mut (B) molecules, renatured in 4 mM Mg2+. 2D (left) and 3D (right) views are
displayed, which clearly show the difference in compactness among the wild type (see secondary structure in Fig. 5A) and mutant (see secondary structure in Fig.
7A) viroid RNAs, as well as the presence of a short and flat arm protruding from the head of the latter.
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the 0.7–0.8 V range. The images (from 512 × 512 up to
2048 × 2048 pixels) were recorded at a scan rate of 1 line/s.
A minimum of three independent samples of each viroid
preparation at each buffer composition (nine in total) were
used, thus rendering more than 27 samples analyzed by
AFM, from which different AFM fields were imaged.
The influence of the tip radius is a relevant issue when
imaging nanometer structures by AFM. In principle, with
a nominal tip radius of 8 nm (which is considered the optimal
one for imaging biological samples in air using tapping mode,
and consequently selected for this work), distances below this
value are difficult to resolve. Furthermore, for larger distances tip
convolution is still present and leads to a widening of the imaged
structure. This later aspect has indeed been taken into account
here, since the length distances have been measured between
points located at half of the height of the imaged structure (as an
example, see graphs in Figs. 1–3 and 5–10). This procedure
leaves out of the measurement approximately 8 nm (the tip
nominal radius) of lateral extension at each of both extremes
of the imaged molecule, thus minimizing the tip size effects.
Image analyses
The software package WSxM v5.0 (Nanotec) [76] was used
to analyze all the AFM images, as well as to measure the
length of 25 individual, full-length viroid RNA molecules
that were randomly chosen among those present in different
samples of each preparation. The selection of full-length
molecules (using broad enough intervals of 25–60 nm in
PSTVd, 20–50 nm in PLMVd and 15–40 nm in ELVd, see
Fig. 4), which showed the viroid morphology characteristic
of each species, excluded: i) shorter RNAs likely resulting
from Mg2+-induced cleavage, ii) RNAs showing unusual
molecular orientations on the modified mica surface, and
iii) longer structures likely generated by bimolecular com-
plexes or multimeric RNA aggregates.
Abbreviations
AFM atomic force microscopy
APTES 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane
ASBVd avocado sunblotch viroid
CCR central conserved region
ELVd eggplant latent viroid
mc and ml monomeric circular and linear viroid RNA, respectively
PAGE polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
PLMVd peach latent mosaic viroid
PSTVd potato spindle tuber viroid
SHAPE selective 2ʹ-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer
extension
TEM transmission electron microscopy
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